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Abstract 
 
The main goal of this work is to create a flexible manufacturing system for the waterjet cutting 
application. This kind of process is a high-risk activity with possible injuries if details are 
removed manually. To avoid this problem, a system can be fully automatized excluding presence 
of human interaction. Moreover, it could possibly decrease the total operating time for waterjet 
cutting of multiple details from one sheet of material, by removing details automatically from the 
waterjet cutting machine. This aim was achieved by establishing a flexible manufacturing system, 
which ensures coordination of a robot and a waterjet machine during the process. The developed 
system combines a computer numerically controlled waterjet machine and the ABB IRB 2600 
Robot; both supervised by the Siemens SINUMERIK 840D sl. A full cooperation strategy was 
designed and implemented i.e. a control algorithm, a communication using an industrial network 
and safety issues. The experiments were executed, where validating the quality of the designed 
system for different scenarios including a real scenario from the industry. The project was done 
in Swedish Waterjet Lab in cooperation with KMT Robotic Solutions and Water Jet Sweden AB. 

 
Index Terms – Control Algorithm, Flexible Manufacturing System, Industrial Networks, 
Industrial Robot, Waterjet Machine 
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1. Introduction 
 
The waterjet (WJ) cutting is a common technology used in many industrial applications. It uses 
water under high pressure which causes a high velocity water stream to cut through a material. 
There are two methods of the WJ cutting – one that uses a pure water and another that uses 
a water mixed with an abrasives. The first approach is commonly used in cutting soft materials 
such as a styrofoam, a plastic and a rubber, while the second one allows to cut harder materials. 
The abrasive waterjet cutting is capable of cutting all materials. In recent years, there has been 
an increasing interest in the WJ technology. This is caused by advantages such as versatility, 
good precision and cold cut property to avoid damaging the original material.  
 
Nowadays the WJ technology often requires direct human interaction during the process for 
loading and unloading material and details from the machine. Companies has to face this issue, 
since it is a real danger for their employees e.g. when an operator has to pick up workpieces. 
Therefore, there is a need of automating the removal process as much as possible. The purpose  
of this thesis is to design a flexible manufacturing system (FMS) for the WJ application. 
The proposed solution considers to involve a robot instead of a human being. Due to this 
approach the total operating time can possibly be reduced and the human presence is excluded. 
Several production scenarios were used to test the designed system, including a real production 
case delivered by the industry. 
 
The project requires several assumptions and limits, because of used laboratory equipment and its 
fixed emplacement. Due to location and range of the robot, working area was strictly defined. 
The robot is equipped with a vacuum suction gripper, therefore size and weight of workpieces, as 
well as kind of material were limited.  
 
This thesis was performed in the Swedish Waterjet Lab (SWL), an institution focused on research 
and development in the WJ cutting technologies. Furthermore, the project was supported by 
KMT Robotic Solutions, a company which implements different robotic applications in many 
sectors of the industry, and Water Jet Sweden AB that delivers CNC WJ cutting systems. 
 
The presented thesis consists of 8 chapters. The first chapter contains an introduction to the 
problem issues and main aims of this project. The next chapter relates to survey of related works, 
where a research about the problem and possible solutions, was conducted. Third chapter 
describes the laboratory architecture, which existed at SWL before the beginning of this project. 
The next chapter contains the description about the validation procedure of the FMS. The fifth 
section is about the design i.e. which assumptions and limits were adopted, and also which 
software and hardware configuration were used. Chapter 6 contains the implementation part – it 
describes in details postprocessor developing, PLC algorithms and robot program. After that, in 
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chapter 7, the conclusions were presented. The last section describes possible future works, 
which can be conducted in order to improve the solution.  
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2. Survey of related works 
 
In 2013 Siemens and Kuka announced a joint project for an integration of a robot and a CNC 
solutions [1]. The cooperation between robots and CNC machines helps to optimize processes, 
fulfill precision’s requirements, save space and costs. This project shows growing interests in 
field of robots and CNC machines integration. 
  
The authors in [2] proposed to apply the PROFIBUS-DP technology to the FMS in military 
production. The main goal was to ensure a fast information exchange between the control center 
and the field devices. This system contains also a debugging tool, which helps to find and fix 
a communication problems between the control unit and the field devices. That solution provides 
high production capacity and efficiency of the whole production. 
 
Paper [3] deals with the problem of data exchange in the robot–CNC machine integrated 
manufacturing system. The considered system consists of two industrial robots, a numerical  lathe 
supervised by the Siemens SINUMERIK and a plate conveyor. PROFIBUS DP was used as 
a transmission medium in this system, where one of the robots works as a master and other 
devices work as a slaves. According to the authors proposed solution will decrease the transferred 
data incompatibility between all components of the integrated system, since it allows to make 
a realization of complicated tasks through individual objects of the robot integrated 
manufacturing system unlike to a communication flow basis on binary outputs.  
 
The direct integration of the CNC kernel on the robot controller was described in [4]. It helps to 
avoid problems with the compilation of the CNC programs into a robot language i.e. a loss of 
information or a lack of support functions from the CNC machine by different robot languages. 
This solution creates also new possibilities in the future – the operator will be able to operate the 
robot without a specific robot programming knowledge.  
 
In paper [5] authors describe a development, a coordination, an integration and a control of 
the Flexible Manufacturing Cell. Some components of that cell can be distinguished, such as two 
CNC machines, three robots, two conveyors, a buffer and an assembly table. All devices are 
supervised by a computer control system. The system characterizes of a hierarchical control 
structure based on five main layers, starting from the top: an engineering and design functions 
layer, a process planning layer, a scheduling layer, a control layer and a data acquisition layer. 
The central computer is used to control and supervise all process operations and it is connected 
via the Ethernet computer network with the other cell components. 
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3. Laboratory Architecture 
 
This chapter presents a brief description of the existing laboratory equipment at SWL. Two main 
independent systems could be distinguished:  
  
3.1. The WJ machine supervised by the Siemens SINUMERIK 840D sl 
 
The WJ machine is a Computer Numerically Controlled (CNC) machine with the specific tools 
adapting it for the abrasive WJ cutting applications, i.e. a cutting head and an abrasive feeder. 
Other external devices are also needed to ensure a proper work of the system i.e. a high pressure 
water pump and an abrasive tank. The WJ cutting process is performed on the special adapted 
table NC 3015 E Water Jet Sweden AB.  
 

 
Fig. 1 Idea of the abrasive WJ cutting [6] 

 
The WJ cutting machine has a controller, the SINUMERIK 840D sl, that consists of the 
Numerical Control Unit (NCU) 720.1 with the Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) 317-2DP 
and dedicated external components: the Sinamics S120, the Analog Drive Interface (ADI), 
the Machine Control Panel (MCP) and the Human-Machine Interface (HMI) panel.  
To handle the system an operator can use the Operator Panel (OP) that consists of the MCP and 
the HMI panel. The MCP is used to set different parameters like: a velocity, a pressures, 
an abrasives etc. It is connected with the NCU via PROFIBUS-DP. The HMI displays: a current 
status of the system, values of the set parameters, alarms etc. In that case the industrial Ethernet 
connection is used for the communication with the NCU. The NCU, based on the set parameters 
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and already implemented algorithms in the PLC, calculates and sends input signals for the ADI 
and the Sinamics S120 via Profibus-DP. The Sinamics S120 serves to set parameters to drives, 
which move the WJ machine in the axes X, Y and Z. The ADI controls a cutting head to move it 
in the angles A and C. The NCU is also connected with the distributed I/O system ET 200 S, 
which ensures safety functions and handling sensors signals. 
 

 
Fig. 2 The WJ machine control cabinet 
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3.2. The ABB IRB 2600 Robot supervised by the Siemens ET200S  
 
The ABB IRB 2600 Robot is a flexible industrial robot with 6 axes of freedom. 

 
Fig. 3 The ABB IRB 2600 Robot [7] 

 
Due to its reliability and versatility it could be used in many industrial applications. It is featured 
by 1,65 m length arm and 12 kg handling capacity. The robot has the dedicated IRC 5 controller 
module with the Flexpendant operator panel, which provides an interaction between a human and 
a robot. The IRC 5 ensures a total functionality of the robot, both in a control and 
a communication. The robot is connected with the ET200S via PROFIBUS-DP.  
 

 
Fig. 4 The robot control cabinet 
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Fig. 5 The laboratory equipment 
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4. Testing 
 
In order to check the created FMS performance series of tests under different circumstances were 
conducted. It can be distinguished such conditions like: the type of cutting, the speed of cutting, 
the type of used materials and scenarios of cutting. Workpieces for created scenarios were 
provided by Water Jet Sweden AB as details, that are cut in large quantities. Its shapes are 
presented below. 
 

 
Fig. 6 First detail 

 
The first detail is a rectangle with rounded corners. This kind of details is used as a shim for the 
WJ tables to control its height. 
 

 
Fig. 7 Second detail 
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The second detail is more complex and looks like letter 'C'. It is used as a washer. Several 
production scenarios were developed, based on the provided shapes of workpieces.  Four of them, 
which were mainly used during the tests, are presented below. In every scenario the size of 
worksheet is fixed and equals 90 cm x 120 cm. Violet line determines shape and size of  the 
worksheet, azure line shows the WJ machine trajectory, while red line defines cutting path. It is 
worth to say that in the NC processing the PP is excluded from the WJ machine movement.   
 

 
Fig. 8 Production scenario: Scenario I 

 
Scenario I contains 32 rectangles that are in a vertical position. The WJ machine starts cutting in 
the right bottom corner and goes left.  
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Fig. 9 Production scenario: Scenario II 

 
In scenario II the rectangular shapes are oriented horizontally. The cut begin from right side as 
the blue line shows, and the quantity of cut elements in this case is 36. 
 

 
Fig. 10 Production scenario: Scenario III 
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In third scenario another kind of details were cut. The WJ machine starts work in the lower right 
corner of the worksheet. Cutting was held in the horizontal direction using a zigzag method. 
 

 
Fig. 11 Production scenario: Scenario IV 

 
The scenario IV is a combination of scenario II and scenario III. The 2 types of elements are 
emplacement row by row. The cut starts from the right down side and goes in order as the blue 
line shows. The quantity of cut elements is 42. 
 
In the Appendix C: NC code: Example corresponding part of the example NC code for Scenario 
II could be found. The scenarios have different number of workpieces, which is worth to mention 
according to the CNC work time analysis. It is presented below: 
 

- Scenario I – 32 workpieces 
- Scenario II – 36 workpieces 
- Scenario III – 48 workpieces 
- Scenario IV – 42 workpieces 

 
The time measurements were done using timers in the PLC. The timer is started using the start 
flag and stopped by the WJ machine stop flag and the robot stop flag. The number of safety 
function interrupts are counted in both machines, i.e. the WJ machine stops, the robot escapes and 
slowdowns. The PLC uses an internal counter and the robot uses a simple script implemented in 
the RAPID. It is also worth to say, that the WJ machine cutting speed depends on used type of the 
material and its thickness. The results of tests are presented in the table below. 
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Table I Tests results 

Test 
no. 

Scenario 
Material 

type 

Material 
thickness 

[mm] 

Robot 
work 
time 
[min] 

WJ 
machine 

work time 
[min] 

No. of  WJ 
machine 

stops 

No. of  
Robot 

escapes 

No. of  
Robot 

slowdowns 

1 II Rubber 1 6:37 4:30 9 3 16 
2 II Rubber 1 6:40 4:33 10 3 17 
3 II Rubber 3 6:38 4:32 8 2 15 
4 II Rubber 5 6:46 4:35 9 2 18 
5 II Aluminum 1 7:56 6:07 7 3 18 
6 II Aluminum 5 28:02 26:42 3 2 23 
7 II Plexiglas 2 6:54 4:56 7 0 13 
8 IV Rubber 1 8:00 5:16 5 4 17 
9 IV Rubber 1 7:58 5:14 6 4 18 

10 I Rubber 1 6:01 4:05 7 6 15 
11 I Rubber 1 6:06 4:11 9 7 16 
12 III Rubber 1 7:05 5:16 8 4 19 
13 III Rubber 1 6:57 5:09 6 3 18 

 
As results from the table above, when the WJ machine cuts materials with greater thickness then 
the work time difference between both machines related to the cutting process time is less 
significant. Moreover, that time difference, for all tested scenarios, equals about 2 minutes. The 
table II shows relative measurements.  
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Table II Relative measurements 
Test 
no. 

WJ machine work time 
[min] 

Robot work time 
[min] 

Time difference 
[min] 

Ratio (WJ to Robot time) 
[%] 

1 4:30 6:37 2:07 68 
2 4:33 6:40 2:07 68,3 
3 4:32 6:38 2:06 68.3 
4 4:35 6:46 2:11 67,7 
5 6:07 7:56 1:49 77,1 
6 26:42 28:02 1:20 95,2 
7 4:56 6:54 1:58 71,5 
8 5:16 8:00 2:44 65,8 
9 5:14 7:58 2:44 65,9 
10 4:05 6:01 1:56 67,9 
11 4:11 6:06 1:55 68,6 
12 5:16 7:05 1:49 74,4 
13 5:09 6:57 1:48 74,1 
 
The correlation between the cutting speed and the WJ machine’s safety functions was observed, 
i.e. less stops when the speed is lower. The safe distance is kept longer time, because of slow the 
WJ machine’s motion. Four tests were repeated with the same parameters and the obtained results 
were similar to each other, which indicate reproducibility of the system. 
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5. Design 
 
To achieve a cooperation between the WJ machine and the industrial robot there was a need to 
combine the two systems mentioned in the previous chapter to design the FMS. 
 
5.1. Assumptions 
 
In view of the laboratory architecture it is necessary to adopt certain assumptions related to the 
fixed emplacement of the individual devices and their specifications. The first important case is 
to establish a working area, in which the designed FMS could potentially work. It is shown on the 
following diagram. 

 
Fig. 12 The working area diagram 

The diagram above shows, that the FMS allows to operate with worksheets of size 1,2 m x 0,9 m. 
Another important issue is to determine the features of workpieces, that could be removed by the 
robot. In this case, it is determined by the type of a gripper used in the FMS. After consideration, 
also with people from the industry, it was decided to use a suction gripper combine with 
a vacuum generator, both manufactured  by Festo. In this solution the underpressure is generated 
from the compressed air pressure supply and controlled by an integrated solenoid valve in 
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a vacuum generator. In this case the solenoid valve is connected with the ET 200S and controlled 
by the PLC in the NCU. The operating pressure for the system contains between 2 and 8 bars. 

 
Fig. 13 The vacuum generator [8] 

 

 
Fig. 14 The suction cup [9] 

That solution enables the FMS to operate with workpieces with dimensions not less than a circle 
with a diameter of 3 cm i.e. the diameter of the suction cup. It was also founded, that a surface of 
a detail should be smooth, in order to make it able to be sucked. Moreover, as an assumption, the 
overall weight should not exceed 1 kg.  
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5.2. Hardware 
 
According to the laboratory equipment and a technical support given by SWL and KMT there 
was a possibility to adapt the existing PROFIBUS industrial network to establish 
a communication between the WJ machine and the robot.  
 
PROFIBUS is an open fieldbus communication standard used in the distributed control and 
supervision systems. It is characterized by a high reliability and scalability. PROFIBUS allows to 
connect devices with variety functionalities from different manufacturers. It uses twisted pair 
cables or fiber optics as a shared medium. A master-slave method, used in this communication 
standard, ensures a time determinism of the system. In the master-slave configuration controllers 
are set as the master and sensors or actuators are the slaves. The master sends periodically request 
to the slaves and their role is to return an answer. The slaves are not able to initiate 
a communication with the master on his own. It is possible to connect up to 126 master/slave 
stations in the network [10]. Nowadays, there are two main types of PROFIBUS, that can be 
distinguished: 
 
1) PROFIBUS-DP (Decentralized Peripherals) – is common used in many applications as 
a method of data transferring from actuators and sensors to the centralized controller. The data 
transmission rate, depends on an application,  may contain from 9.6 kbit/s to 12 Mbit/s. 
 
2) PROFIBUS-PA (Process Automation) – is used to handle signals from sensors in a hazardous 
environment. The data transmission rate is fixed and equals 31,25 kbit/s.  
 
PROFIBUS-DP was used in this thesis. Few different approaches were considered. 
 
1) NCU-PLC-Robot 
 
That solution assumes a connection between the master: the NCU and the slaves: the PLC and the 
robot. Using the additional PLC could extend a memory and increase a computing power of the 
system. It also makes the system more flexible, since it gives a possibility to add extra I/O. 
Unfortunately to apply this approach there is a need to change the hierarchy of the system and 
also replace the PLC available at SWL to a new one, which has a functionality to be a DP slave. 
It generates extra costs and mainly because of that fact this approach was rejected. 
  
2) NCU-DP/DP Coupler–PLC–Robot 
 
This case assumes a connection of two master–slave systems: the Sinumerik system and the PLC-
robot system using the DP/DP coupler. The presence of the two independent and separated 
systems provides some certain advantages e.g. make it more flexible, give an independence for 
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some part of the process. It could also extend a memory and increase a computing power 
abilities. However, in that case the system includes more components, that make 
a communication more complex and would decrease a reliability. There is also a need to order the 
DP/DP coupler, which makes it more expensive. This approach was not chosen to run this 
project. 
   
3) NCU-Robot 
 
In that option it is assumed to connect directly the NCU as a master and the robot as a slave. This 
system features a reliability and a simplicity. It is also the best option from the economical point 
of view. On the other hand it ensures less memory, computing power and also limited amount of 
I/O. 
Due to the system requirements the third approach was chosen to run this project. It is the 
cheapest way that provides enough memory, computing power and I/O. The other issue is that all 
needed devices and components are instantly available at SWL. 
 
In this project the NCU 720.1 with the PLC317-2DP is the master of the system. It is connected 
with 5 different slaves using 3 independent PROFIBUS networks. In the first network the 
distributed I/O IM151-1 and the Sinumerik’s MCP are slaves. In the next network there is the 
ADI and the robot’s controller IRC5. The last network is used to connect the Sinamics S120 to 
the NCU. 
 

 
Fig. 15 The hardware configuration 

 
A connection between the NCU and the robot’s controller IRC5 via PROFIBUS allows to send 
and receive 7 bytes (56 bits) of the data. The data transfer is obtained by a memory mapping. 
A user has to determine a range of inputs and outputs addresses in STEP 7 hardware 
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configuration. The IRC5 has access to the range of the declared memory addresses, so it is 
possible to read values set as the PLC’s outputs as well as the PLC can read outputs from the 
robot’s controller.  

 
Fig. 16 Memory mapping between the PLC and the IRC 5 

 
The final hardware configuration looks like on the following picture. 

 
Fig. 17 The system architecture 
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5.3. Software 
 
To achieve the expected functionality there is a need to design a general strategy of the system 
behaving. It involves dividing specific tasks for the included components, that can be 
distinguished as described below. 
  

 
Fig. 18 The general information flow 

 
5.3.1. Project preparing for the WJ machine  
 
In SWL IGEMS is a dedicated CAD/CAM software for the WJ cutting purposes. This is a typical 
engineering software additionally equipped with a number of extra options and special 
functionalities, that give a possibility to organize the cut in the way that a user wants to. There are 
options to define the shapes of workpieces, the size of worksheets, the type and thickness of 
a used material, as well as the optimization of a material consumption. Furthermore, IGEMS 
enables to specify the toolpath, the cutting order, the starting/ending points and the WJ machine 
settings that determines individual values for the WJ and the abrasive WJ cutting. It is also worth 
to say about the nesting functionality, which facilitates automatic workpieces placement within 
defined worksheet. The project could be tested by the implemented cutting simulator [11].  
 
IGEMS has an embedded postprocessor, which generates the NC code for the WJ machine. The 
postprocessor is based on LUA scripting language. It is a cross-platform language written in 
ANSI C with a simple syntax, similar to the Pascal, and extensible semantics [12]. In IGEMS 
postprocessor there are predefined several special LUA functions, that facilitate using of the 
variables and values from CAD/CAM software into the generated NC code. As regards the NC 
code, it is worth to distinguish some strictly related commands to the WJ cutting process [13]. 
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Table III The NC codes 
NC Code Description 

M3 Water turn on 

M5 Water turn off 

M7 Abrasive turn on 

M9 Abrasive turn off 

 
After generating, the NC code could be sent to the network drive and then to the OP, where it can 
be edited or executed.  

 
Fig. 19 IGEMS structure 
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5.3.2. The Sinumerik programming  
 
The main computing unit of the Sinumerik 840D sl is the NCU 720.1 with the PLC 317-2DP. 
The PLC has a significant role in the process, where a control algorithm and calculations are 
implemented. Siemens STEP 7 software is used for the programming issues. It provides an access 
to the set parameters and the actual variables defined in the system. The hardware configuration 
and communication aspects are specified there. STEP 7 has a precise structural organization of 
the program. It uses the organization blocks (OB), the system functions (SFC), the system the 
functions blocks (SFB), the function blocks (FB), the functions (FC) and the data blocks (DB). 
The main program is included in the OB1, that references to other parts of the program.  
 
 

 
 

Fig. 20 The organization of STEP 7 program [14] 
 
Except the OB1 there are other OB blocks which are worth to be mentioned: 
 
- The blocks OB30 to OB38 are used for a cyclic interrupt. These blocks interrupt the cyclic 
program processing the OB1 at defined by a user time intervals and execute the program 
contained in the blocks OB30 to OB38. 
 
- The blocks OB100, OB101 and OB102 are called the startup blocks. These blocks are executed 
before the OB1, when the power is on or the switch changes its position from the stop to the start 
mode. In these start programs a user can define the specific presettings for the main cyclic 
program. There can be distinguished three main types of the restart: 
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1. The warm restart OB100 – a program processing starts from the beginning, a permanent 
data is maintained 

2. The hot restart OB101 – when the power is restored, the program continues at the point 
where it was interrupted 

3. The cold restart OB102 – the current data is reset, the program processing starts again 
with the beginning values  

 
STEP 7 allows to choose an interface to establish a connection between the PC and the PLC. It is 
possible to use e.g. a serial cable, a serial cable with a USB adapter or a twisted pair cable. 
Selection of a proper interface can be done in STEP 7 by clicking Options and Set PG/PC 
Interface. In this project for the PLC’s programming issues a twisted pair cable was used [15].  
STEP 7 gives a possibility to display a view with the offline and online blocks. This option is 
really helpful for users in the programming issues. The offline view contains programmed blocks 
which are on the PC side, while the online view shows blocks which are already loaded to the 
PLC’s memory. Changes of the program can be done in a single block in the offline view and 
then easily loaded to the PLC by option drag and drop, without a need of loading the entire 
program.  
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5.3.3. The robot programming 
 
The robot programming was performed in the ABB Robot Studio software using the RAPID 
language. There are implemented functions to handle input signals from the PLC. Based on these 
signals the robot is able to perform its tasks e.g. the pick and place function. This software 
provides some helpful options for an operator like a modeling, a simulating and a validating 
program before it is executed. 
 
In the RAPID programming language different kind of the subprograms could be created. All 
variables in the subprogram are local and can be used only inside the routine. The general 
structure distinguishes the procedures, the functions and the traps. The procedure is a simple 
subprogram, that is called with the parameters and does not return any value as an output. The 
function has the same properties as the procedure, but it can return output parameters. The trap is 
an interrupt procedure, which is triggered by some event i.e. an analog value, a digital input etc. 
All of those subprograms are placed in separated blocks called modules. There exist three types 
of the modules, i.e. the main module, the system module and the regular modules. In the modules 
it is possible to define the global variables which are available in all subprograms placed in it. 
The figure bellow shows the RAPID program structure [16][17].  
 

 
Fig. 21 The RAPID program structure [16] 
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There are several possibilities to develop a robot program. One of them is a direct programming 
using the Flexpendant by the option Program Editor, which is shown in the figure below.  
 

 
Fig. 22 The Flexpendant  

 
Another possibility is the offline programming using any text editor and transfer the created file 
via a USB drive or an Ethernet connection. The third possibility is to use the ABB Robot Studio 
tool. It is a dedicated software supporting robot programming which provides extra 
functionalities. In the ABB’s tool it is possible to program offline, using a virtual controller, to 
run a project on a virtual model of the robot. By creating a relation between a virtual and  a real 
controller it is possible to transfer a project directly from the model to the real robot. Therefore, 
a validation of the program, which is run on the virtual controller, is faster and more safe in case 
of an error [18].  
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Fig. 23 The model of the robot in the ABB Robot Studio 

 
5.4. CNC-Robot calibration  
 
Both machines have the independent global coordinate systems which are shifted and rotated. 
Therefore, there is a need to calculate an offset and a rotation angle to translate a point for each 
device. To calculate an offset and a rotation the procedure was prepared. The required steps are 
shown below. 
 

 
Fig. 24 The calibration procedure steps. 
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Fig. 25 The graphic interpretation of calibration procedure in robot’s coordinate system 

 
Using the vector length formula (1) it is possible to calculate a length of v. 
 

 
 
As r is known as a difference between Xro and Xr, sinα was calculated using a formula (2). 

 

   , where  
   

The formula below shows how to calculate (xr',yr’) which is a rotated point (x,y). 
 

 
 
To define an offset there is a need to use the formula (4) for the CNC’s start point, which is (0,0) 
point for the robot, and then negate it. After those calculations all needed parameters are achieved 
to rotate and shift the CNC’s point to the robot’s coordinate system. The final rotated point 
(x’,y’) is calculated by translation formula shown below. 
 

   

 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(1) 
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6. Implementation 
 
This chapter present the way in which the FMS functionality was implemented. Few main parts 
could be distinguished. 

 
Fig. 26 The information flow in the FMS 

 
6.1. IGEMS/postprocessor developing  
 
There was a need to make some adjustments in stage of the project creation for the WJ machine. 
For the assumed operation of the system it was necessary to grab some extra information from 
the generated NC code and transfer into the PLC. These useful variables can be distinguished as: 
an offset of the system coordinates, i.e. a difference between the Machine Coordinated System 
(MCS) and the Workpiece Coordinated System (WCS), the Pick Points (PP) for the robot, the 
material thickness and the auxiliary flags for the PLC. It is worth to say that, the MCS determines 
a coordinated system for the WJ machine i.e. (0,0,0) point in the axes X,Y,Z is fixed and the 
WCS determines a changing coordinated system depending on a individual project i.e. (0,0,0) 
point in the axes X,Y,Z is defined by a user via the OP. To achieve that functionality the way of 
creating IGEMS project and the basic source code of the postprocessor have to be modified.  
  
During the project creation in IGEMS it is important to determine the PP for the robot and define 
a ending point of the cut. To create the PP a user has to select a point inside the workpiece. For 
the simple shapes it can be done automatically by the command Centroid, but for more complex 
shapes a user has to determine it manually by the Point command. The next step is to define the 
created point as a hole called ROBOT in the Holes command. An ending point can be defined 
under the command Sheet prepare as a Final point. As part of this command it is also important 
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to determine an appropriate order in Preparations i.e. first the particular part and then the 
corresponding PP hole .These are important things in IGEMS, that have to be done, in 
comparison with a typical way of making projects, to ensure adequate functionality of the FMS. 
Full step by step manual could be found in the Appendix A: Manual: How to create project in 
IGEMS?    
 
The next case is to adjust existing postprocessor for the FMS purposes. There is a need to send 
the defined flags and variables as the NC variables. The used addresses of the NC variables with 
their functionality descriptions are presented in the table below. 

 
Table IV The NC variables 

NC variable Description 
$A_DBB[30] Flags for PLC 
$A_DBW[32] PP in X axis 
$A_DBW[34] PP in Y axis 
$A_DBW[36] Offset in X axis 
$A_DBW[38] Offset in Y axis 
$A_DBW[40] Material thickness 

 
In order to assign the PP for cut workpiece it was necessary to create the new function Robot. It is 
called, when the proper name of the Hole object in IGEMS is assigned. The updated 
postprocessor has to generate the NC code in the way as shown below. 
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Fig. 27 The generated NC code structure 
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The important parts of the updated postprocessor LUA code could be found as the Appendix B: 
LUA postprocessor file: AWJ-WJS-840.lua and a part of the sample generated NC code could be 
found in the Appendix C: NC code: Example as well.  
 
6.2. The PLC algorithms  
 
One of the main task for the PLC is to provide the PP to the robot. In this project two different 
approaches were implemented, which are described in the next sections. 
 
6.2.1. Calculate the PP in the PLC 
 
This approach assumes to calculate the PP in the PLC using basic mathematical functions 
available in STEP 7 software. The created algorithm bases on detecting a status of the water 
activation flag and the cutting start points.  
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Fig. 28 The flowchart – I approach 
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The algorithm detects when the water is on and saves the actual position of the WJ machine. It is 
assumed that this position means a starting point of a cut workpiece. Changes of the WJ position 
are monitored and saved until the water is off, which means that a workpiece is already cut. After 
that the algorithm calculates a maximum distance from a starting point both in the axes X and Y, 
divides it by two and adds or subtracts it to the values of a starting point to receive the PP. Before 
the machine starts to cut next shape, that PP with a flag are sent to the robot. Next the registers 
with the PP values are reset to release a space to calculate the PP of the next shape. The whole 
algorithm is presented in the Appendix D: PLC program: I approach. 
 

 
Fig. 29 The general idea of the PP calculation 

 
Although this algorithm is simple and easy to implement, it allows to obtain the PP, which are the 
center of gravity of the different shapes like squares, triangles or rectangles, with a sufficient 
accuracy. However, the results are not satisfactory in cases with more complex shapes. Thereat 
for more advanced cases the second approach was developed, which is described in the next 
section. 
 
6.2.2. Receive the PP from the NC code 
  
This approach assumes to receive the PP with other useful parameters from the NC code, process 
them and send to the robot. To read the NC variables there was a need to use a special function 
available in STEP 7 software, which is called FC21. 
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CALL  FC    21 
       Enable := M100.0 
       Funct := B#16#3 
       S7Var := MW1000 
       IVAR1 := 40 
       IVAR2 := -1 
       Error := M100.1 
       ErrCode := MW1002 
 
The first parameter in calling FC 21 is enable bit. When bit M100.0 is 1 then the function is 
executed. The address declared in parameter S7Var indicates, where the read variable from the 
NC is written in the PLC. IVAR1 is an offset for read variable, in this case this function reads a 
value contained in the NC variable $A_DBW[40]. In Error a user has to determine a bit, which 
indicates if some error occurs. To the parameter declared in ErrCode the functions saves a code 
of error’s type.  
 
The parameters processing means converting the type of variables, adding an offset to recalculate 
values from the WCS to the MCS and inversing bits before send, which is necessary due to the 
robot bits interpretation. The whole algorithm is presented in the Appendix E: PLC program: II 
approach. 

 
Fig. 30 Bits inversion 
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Fig. 31  The flowchart – II approach  
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6.2.3. Safety functions implemented in the PLC 
 
Safety functions implemented in the PLC are responsible for a proper reaction of the WJ machine 
when the robot exceeds safe distance and causes a risk of collision with a cutting head or a 
guidance system. The main task of this function is to pause machine’s movement as long as the 
robot is in the safety zones. The picture below presents a cutting head and a guidance system of 
the WJ machine and the defined safety zones with its dimensions: 
 

 
Fig. 32 The CNC’s safety zones 

 
There are three main parameters, which are controlled and they can be distinguished as: 

1. A distance in axis X between the WJ machine and the robot on the left side of a cutting 
head 

2. A distance in axis X between the WJ machine and the robot on the right side of a cutting 
head 

3. A distance between the WJ machine and the robot in whole axis Y 
 
Dimensions of the safety zones cannot be too large, because then the WJ machine stops too often 
and the cutting process is not smooth enough. On the other hand too small safety zones cause 
bigger risk of the collision, which is not desirable. The final dimensions of the safety zones were 
obtained after several experiments and proved to be satisfactory.  
 
The rules of the safety functions can be briefly described as: 

1. Axis X left side: IF YCNC – YROBOT < 47 cm AND XCNC – XROBOT >0 cm AND < 30 cm 
THEN Stop the machine 

2. Axis X right side: IF YCNC – YROBOT < 47 cm AND XCNC – XROBOT <0 cm AND > -13 cm 
THEN Stop the machine 

3. Axis Y: IF YCNC – YROBOT < 16 cm THEN Stop the machine 
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The machine’s stopping is done in the PLC by setting the feed rate equal to 0. Although the 
machine is stopped, the water is still on, but it has no noticeable influence on the cutting process. 
The complete safety functions are presented in the Appendix F: PLC program: Safety functions. 
 
6.2.4. Other PLC’s functionalities 
 
Except providing the PP with other information and ensuring safety functionality, the PLC has 
also other tasks. the PLC sends continuously actual position of the WJ machine to the robot. On 
the other hand the PLC receives actual coordinates from the robot. It is also responsible for 
activating a vacuum gripper depending on an input signal from the robot. There are several timers 
and counters used to the process control e.g. detecting end of the WJ machine’s movements after 
defined time or counting number of the cut workpieces. 
 
6.3. The robot program  
 
The designed program consists of the several subprograms, which provide a robot functionality. 
The requirements for the robot program is to calibrate the axes, receive the positions and execute 
the movement. Therefore, the first part of the program is the subprogram initialization. In that 
routine a simple user interface was designed. A user can define the new start position, the edge of 
the CNC table position and the place position. Thus, the program gives possibility to set up the 
position and the place position in any time, that means there is an option to move the robot or a 
place spot in a new position. Moreover, the initialization routine allows to save the configuration 
in a file. The possible decision path for a user is shown in the figure below. 
 

 
Fig. 33 User interface - possible paths 

 
When all information are received from a user, the initialization procedure execute a calibration, 
an offset calculation and set initial conditions. More details could be found in the Appendix G: 
Robot program: Subprograms. 

The next designed subprogram is the pick_and_place procedure. This routine has the input 
variables as X and Y positions. Firstly, positions are translated from the CNC’s coordinates 
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system to the robot’s coordinates system, which was described in chapter 4.4. This function is 
responsible for the robot’s movement. The general idea for the pick_and_place procedure is 
shown below. The source code is presented in the Appendix G: Robot program: Subprograms.  

 
Fig. 34 The robot movements 

 
Another designed subprogram is the trap routine receive. That subprogram is called, when the 
digital input is set as a true. All received PP are collected in the positions table. To avoid 
disturbing program the interrupts are disabled, while the CNC coordinates are saving to the 
global variables. The program is executed in time less than 10 ms, so influence for the main 
program is insignificant. The algorithm for the trap routine receive is presented in the figure 
below and could be found in the Appendix G: Robot program: Subprograms. 
 

 
Fig. 35 The trap routine received algorithm. 

 
To improve the robot’s work and avoid collisions the safety function was implemented. The first 
reaction of the robot is decreasing a speed. As a critical time reaction is less than 150 ms, by 
decreasing  speed in the first step, it is possible to allow the robot pick a workpiece, which is 
located closer to the WJ machine. When the robot is in the critical zone, to prevent a collision the 
robot moves vertically to the edge of the table. Moreover, if the WJ machine finishes its work 
then the robot’s speed is increased, because then the reaction time does not determine safe speed 
level. This safety function does not stop the program flow, so if there are another reachable 
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pieces the robot continues its work. The safety functions are described more precisely in the next 
section.  
 
The next subprogram is the function check_position. That function was designed in order to 
search the reachable workpieces existing in the positions table. As the positions table is a global 
variable, the function has not any input. The function returns as an output a table’s index of the 
reachable position or, if there are not any reachable positions, it returns zero. The function’s 
source code is presented in the Appendix G: Robot program: Subprograms. The figure below 
shows the safe work area implemented in the check_position function. 
 

 
Fig. 36 The safe work area 

     
The last created subprogram needed to handle the robot’s work is remove_from_buffor. That 
procedure removes position from the positions table when the robot places the workpiece. The 
source code of that function is presented in the Appendix G: Robot program: Subprograms.  
 
The main procedure contains all functions described above. That approach provides the ordered 
program structure, thus it could be easily extended by adding new functionalities in the future. 
The main program algorithm is presented below. The source code of the robot’s program is 
presented in the Appendix H: Robot program: Main program. 
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Fig. 37 The robot program algorithm 
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6.3.2. The robot’s safety function 
 
The safety function implemented in the robot is responsible for preventing a collision. The 
dangerous situation is caused by a small distance between both the WJ machine and the robot, 
therefore it was necessary to define distance limits between those machines. There are two zones, 
one is critical zone, where robot’s reaction is to stop the program and run to the edge of the table. 
The second zone is called slow zone, where robot’s reaction is to decrease a speed. That was 
necessary because of a time delay equals 150 ms. It is desirable to pick element near to the 
cutting head, therefore a velocity decreasing is obligatory to provide safety. The safety zones are 
presented below.  
 

 
Fig. 38 The safety zones for the robot 

 
The created safety function returns: 
- 0, if the robot is out of the safety zones 
- 1, if the robot is in the critical zone  
- 2, if the robot is in the slow zone 
  
The program flow is interrupted by a timer, which provides execution of the routine every 120 
ms. In that routine, the safety function is run and the special condition, regarded to the output of 
the safety function, is checked. The time reaction does not exceed 150 ms, therefore the safety 
zones and the robot’s velocity is defined to provide the smooth and safe work. The forward move 
is the only dangerous one, that could cause a collision. Hence, the speed was reduced to 400 mm 
per second, which means that in the reaction time 150 ms the robot can move by 6 cm. The safety 
function is blocked, so the robot could move backwards with full speed. That approach allows to 
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proceed the safety functions quick enough before the robot would touch the CNC machine. The 
algorithm for the safety function is presented below.  
 

 
Fig. 39 Safety function algorithm 

 

After the robot runs from the critical zone the program pointer is set to the beginning of the main 
procedure. It means, that the robot continues its work by searching another available workpiece.  
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7. Conclusions 
 
This thesis contributes to SWL’s aim to create the FMS for the WJ cutting purposes. The created 
system assumes a full cooperation strategy, between the WJ machine and the robot, in order to 
automatize the cutting process. It was obtained by involving an industrial robot to remove cut 
workpieces from the working area, while the WJ machine is still working. The FMS does not 
include loading the worksheet material before cutting as well as removing material scraps after 
the work is done. The most important issue taken into consideration was to ensure safe work of 
the system.  
 
The first important stage was to adopt used CAD/CAM software with dedicated postprocessor for 
the FMS requirements. The aim was to get useful parameters for the created cutting project and 
transfer the parameters to the PLC.  
 
There was a need to create an algorithm in the PLC in order to receive, process and send the 
required data. Two different methods of providing the PP were considered and implemented, 
which gives a choice of preferable solution depending on circumstances. The additional functions 
were implemented to ensure safety for both machines.   
 
It was also required to establish a communication between the WJ machine and the robot. 
Therefore, an industrial network PROFIBUS-DP was configured. This connection proved to be 
fast and reliable in the created FMS.   
 
The last stage was to create an algorithm for the robot providing pick and place functionality with 
emphasis on safety issues. As a result the robot was able to handle input/output signals in 
communication with the WJ machine, while it was performing its functions.   
 
The system was tested for several cutting scenarios including various shapes, cutting orders, 
number of elements as well as type and thickness of used material. The different cases of possible 
collision between the robot and the WJ machine were checked in order to validate the safety 
functions. All mentioned requirements were fulfilled, thereby the FMS functionality was 
achieved.     
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8. Future works 
 
Due to versatility and quality of the proposed solution there are some possibilities of 
development the created FMS, which are listed in this section. 
 

1. The hardware safety functionality 
 To ensure a redundancy in safety aspects of the FMS there could be used additional 
 sensors.  

From the WJ machine side a through beam system would provide hardware solution   for 
the safety zones protection. This method uses a transmitter and a receiver, that creates 
light beam between them. Each time, if something cross the light beam, the safety system 
will be triggered.  
It could be also considered to apply sensors on the robot’s tool. These sensors would 
prevent the robot collision  with any object placed on the robot’s way. One of the possible 
sensor type suitable for this application is the capacitive sensor. 

  
2. The communication aspects 

In the FMS there is a possibility to use more modern industrial network, which is 
PROFINET. It is a standard of industrial Ethernet, that integrates the advantages of 
typical  Ethernet and PROFIBUS. It is scalable, flexible and provides higher speed of a 
data transmission.     

 
3. The gripper 

The type of used gripper in the FMS significantly determines the system performance. 
Therefore, it is important to define a specific type of the cutting project and then choose 
an appropriate gripper. A singular vacuum suction gripper is not a satisfactory solution in 
many cases. As a future work it could be considered to use other kind of gripper or even 
some modular grippers system. 

 
4. The HMI panel 

To simplify the process control and supervision for a user, it is worth to extend the 
existing functionality of the HMI panel. It could be very useful to provide extra 
information about the cooperation between both devices in the FMS. As a result,  
an operator would be able to monitor online some important parameters like a distance 
between the robot and the WJ machine, a work time of the FMS, a number of cut 
workpieces, a number of interrupts caused by the safety functions etc. It is also worth to 
consider to give a possibility to control the robot via the HMI panel i.e. stop the robot, go 
to the safe position or change the robot speed. 
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Appendix A: Manual: How to create project in IGEMS? 
This manual describes step by step how to create IGEMS project for the FMS needs. 
First a user needs to start IGEMS software. The starting window of IGEMS is shown in the figure 
below. 
 

 
Fig. 40 IGEMS starting window 

 
At the beginning a user has to determine the shapes of workpieces. Then there is a need to define 
a type of machine, a type of material and a material thickness. It could be done with the Machine 
and Material command. Here also the size and the shape of worksheet should be determined. 
These steps are illustrated in the following figures. 
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Fig. 41 The Machine and Material command 

 

 
Fig. 42 The created worksheet 
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The next step is to determine the created workpiece as a part. It could be done with the Create 
part command, where the name, the quantity and the contours of the part could be defined. 
 

 
Fig. 43 The Create part command 

 
The next a user has to determine the PP for the robot using the command Centroid for simple 
shapes or just define it as a point in the Point command. Then this point has to be assigned as a 
hole of name ROBOT in the Holes command, as shown below. 
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Fig. 44 The Holes command 

 
In the next step a user has to create a toolpath by choosing one of the three available toolpath 
options: Auto, Single and Quick. It is recommended to use the Auto command, because it gives 
a possibility to determine some extra options as shown below. 
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Fig. 45 The Auto toolpath command 

 
Then a user can use the nesting functionality. To determine as an nesting object both the part and 
the hole, the Single nest command should be used. After selecting desired objects, a user can 
choose different options shown on the following figure. 
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Fig. 46 The Single nest command 

  
A user needs also to determine the location of workpieces in the worksheet. It is shown in the 
figures below. 
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Fig. 47 Determine location 

 

 
Fig. 48 The result of nesting 
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Then a user must specify guidelines for the cutting, it is done by the Sheet prepare command. 
There a user can determine some things like the cutting order, the zero point and the final point. It 
is also important to determine an appropriate order in Preparations i.e. first the particular part 
and then the corresponding hole (PP). 
 

 
Fig. 49 The Sheet prepare command 

 
The last step is to generate the NC code for the WJ machine by using the Post process command. 
It gives also a possibility to change the Machine and Material parameters, which is helpful in the 
final stage of creating project. 
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Fig. 50 The Post process command 

 

 
Fig. 51 The generated NC code 

 
After generating, the NC code could be send to the network drive and then to the OP, where it 
can be edited or executed. 
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Appendix B: LUA postprocessor file: AWJ-WJS-840.lua 
This appendix shows part of the postprocessor file i.e. the main program loop and the added 
function with its call. 
 
datum="2007.07.04" 
print("IGEMS R6 Postprocessor: AWJ-WJS-840D.LUA ["..datum.."]") 
-- Copyrights (C) 2002,2006 Cadcraft AB 
 
gms={} 
gms.nstart=10          -- Start value for N-numbers 
gms.nincr=2            -- Increment for N-numbers 
gms.zctrl=2            -- Use Z-axis: 0=No, 1=Yes, 2=High sensor 
gms.zaxis=2            -- Number of individual controlled Z-axis 
gms.z1=" Z"            -- Name of first Z 
gms.z2=" Z2"           -- Name of second Z (Normaly Z2) 
gms.z3=" Z3"           -- Name of third Z (Normaly Z3) 
gms.z4=" Z4"           -- Name of fourh Z (Normaly Z4) 
gms.gozero=0           -- Go to 0,0 before start cutting 
gms.maxr=30000         -- Max radius size 
gms.accuracy=0.1       -- Accuary for vectorized arcs. 
gms.tldistancectrl=1   -- How to controll the distance between cutting tools: 0=Manual, 1=By software 
gms.tldistancemin=320  -- Minimal distance between cutting tool 
gms.flin=1             -- Use Linear feedrate ramping: 0=No, 1=Yes 
gms.aondelay=0         -- Delaytime between water and abrasive ON 
gms.aoffdelay=0        -- Delaytime between water and abrasive OFF 
gms.onoffctrl=3        -- Automatic tool on/off control: 0=Never, 1=No but ask, 2=Yes but ask, 3=Always 
gms.abrctrl=0          -- Automatic abrasive control: 0=No, 1=Yes in file, 2=Yes by machine 
gms.abrformin=0.70     -- Abrasive factor for Low feed 
gms.retrace=1          -- use Retrace function:0=No, 1=Yes 
gms.backupdir=""        --Backup direcory. SYNTAX!! c:/backup/ 
 
feedstr="" abrstr="" 
 
function main() 
  local file,index,tset,starttime,str,usr,defaultname 
  if loadgms~=nil then loadgms() end -- Update and read user settings 
  usr={} 
  usr.i=initpost()        -- Set variable: path,ext,units,silent 
  usr.o=getops()          -- Set operation variables: heads,mask,dist,align,ops 
  usr.m=getmacmat()       -- Set machine and material variables: 
  usr.oldp={0.0,0.0}      -- Last tool point 
  usr.minfeed=9999999999999 usr.maxfeed=-999999999999999 
  gms.pointdrill=1 
  rfile=openfile(usr.i.postpath..NAMETRIM(usr.i.postprocessor)..".dat","r") 
  gms.prgnum="100" 
  if rfile~=nil then gms.prgnum=read(rfile,"*l") closefile(rfile) end 
  if tonumber(gms.prgnum)==nil then gms.prgnum="100" end 
  gms.prgnum=tonumber(gms.prgnum)+1 
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  usr.filename=tostring(gms.prgnum)..usr.i.ext 
  usr.filename=filedlg(usr.filename,"*"..usr.i.ext.."|*"..usr.i.ext,usr.i.ext,"Save NC-file as..",usr.i.path,1) 
  if not usr.filename then 
    print("*Canceled*") 
    return "" 
  end 
  if tonumber(NAMETRIM(usr.filename))~=nil then 
    gms.prgnum=tonumber(NAMETRIM(usr.filename)) 
  end 
  wfile=openfile(usr.i.postpath..NAMETRIM(usr.i.postprocessor)..".dat","w") 
  write(wfile,gms.prgnum) 
  closefile(wfile) 
  for index,tset in usr.o do 
    for index,part in tset.ops do 
      dopart(part,feedchk,tset,usr) 
    end 
  end 
  gms.onoffctrl=YESNO("Automaic tool On/Off controll",gms.onoffctrl) 
  usr.percentbyfeed=(1.0-gms.abrformin)/(usr.maxfeed-usr.minfeed) 
  print("Output file:"..usr.filename) 
  starttime=clock()  --meassure time...just for coolness 
  wfile=openfile(usr.filename,"w") 
  write(wfile,"% MPF"..ITOA(gms.prgnum).." ;("..NAMETRIM(usr.filename)..")\n") 
  write(wfile,NTXT().." ;(Material:"..usr.m.mtrname..")\n") 
  write(wfile,NTXT().." ;(Materialdicke:"..RTS(usr.m.thick)..")\n") 
  if usr.m.type==0 then 
    write(wfile,NTXT().." ;(Hochdruck:"..ITOA(usr.m.press).." in Bar)\n") 
    write(wfile,NTXT().." ;(Abrasiv:"..usr.m.abrqua..")\n") 
    write(wfile,NTXT().." ;(Abrasivmenge:"..ITOA(usr.m.abrg).." in g/min)\n") 
    write(wfile,NTXT().." ;(Wasserdüsen Ř:"..RTP(usr.m.orfice)..")\n") 
    write(wfile,NTXT().." ;(Fokusierdüsen Ř:"..RTP(usr.m.tube)..")\n") 
    if gms.abrctrl>0 then 
      write(wfile,NTXT().." ;(Min feed:"..ITOA(usr.minfeed)..")\n") 
      write(wfile,NTXT().." ;(Max feed:"..ITOA(usr.maxfeed)..")\n") 
      write(wfile,NTXT().." ;(Abrasive factor low feed:"..RTS(gms.abrformin)..")\n") 
    end 
  end 
  write(wfile,NTXT().." R0=0.5 ;(Direkter Start)\n") 
  write(wfile,NTXT().." R1=0.5 ;(Wartezeit Düse an)\n") 
  write(wfile,NTXT().." R2=0.5 ;(Wartezeit Düse aus)\n") 
  if usr.m.type==0 then 
    write(wfile,NTXT().." R3=".. RTT(usr.m.stat).." ;(HD-Statonär Anbohren)\n") 
    write(wfile,NTXT().." R4=".. ITOA(usr.m.circ).." ;(HD-Zirkular Anbohren)\n") 
    write(wfile,NTXT().." R5=".. RTT(usr.m.statlow).." ;(ND-Statonär Anbohren)\n") 
    write(wfile,NTXT().." R6=".. ITOA(usr.m.circlow).." ;(ND-Zirkular Anbohren)\n") 
  else 
    write(wfile,NTXT().." R3=".. RTT(usr.m.stat).." ;(ND-Statonär Anbohren)\n") 
    write(wfile,NTXT().." R4=".. ITOA(usr.m.circ).." ;(HD-Zirkular Anbohren)\n") 
  end 
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  write(wfile,NTXT().." R7="..ITOA(usr.m.mfeed).." ;(Markierungsvorschub)\n") 
  write(wfile,NTXT().." R8="..RTT(usr.m.mdelay).." ;(Wartezeit Markieren)\n") 
  write(wfile,NTXT().." R9="..RTT(usr.m.mpoint).." ;(Wartezeit Zentrieren)\n") 
  write(wfile,NTXT().." R10=0.5 ;(Wasser-Abrasiv aus/an)\n") 
  if usr.m.type>0 then 
    write(wfile,NTXT().." R12="..ITOA(usr.m.cfeed).." ;(Vorschub)\n") 
  end 
  if gms.zctrl>0 then 
    write(wfile,NTXT().." R15=0 ;(Schneidhöhe)\n") 
    write(wfile,NTXT().." R16="..RTS(usr.m.lift).." ;(Eilganghöhe)\n") 
    write(wfile,NTXT().." R17=5 ;(Piercinghöhe)\n") 
  end 
  write(wfile,NTXT().." G54\n") 
  write(wfile,NTXT().." $A_DBB[30]=4\n") 
  write(wfile,NTXT().." $A_DBW[36]=$AA_IM[X]-$AA_IW[X]\n") 
  write(wfile,NTXT().." $A_DBW[38]=$AA_IM[Y]-$AA_IW[Y]\n") 
  write(wfile,NTXT().." $A_DBW[40]="..RTS(usr.m.thick).."\n") 
  usr.heads=255 
  UP(usr) 
  if gms.gozero==1 then write(wfile,NTXT().." G0 X0 Y0\n") end 
  usr.oldtools=nil 
  if gms.tldistancectrl==0 then gms.tld=nil else gms.tld=1 end 
  for index,tset in usr.o do 
    --print(format("*New toolset: heads:%d, distance %f, alignment is %s",tset.heads,tset.dist,tset.align)) 
    usr.heads=tset.mask 
    usr.tools=tset.mask 
 
    if usr.tools==1 then 
      if gms.tld then write(wfile,NTXT().." _X1X2="..RTS(gms.tldistancemin).." 
_X2X3="..RTS(gms.tldistancemin).."\n") end 
      usr.offset=0 
      usr.offsetman=0 
      txt="(T1" 
    elseif usr.tools==2 then 
      if gms.tld then write(wfile,NTXT().." _X1X2="..RTS(gms.tldistancemin).." 
_X2X3="..RTS(gms.tldistancemin).."\n") end 
      usr.offset=gms.tldistancemin 
      usr.ofsetman=tset.dist 
      txt="(T2" 
    elseif usr.tools==3 then 
      if gms.tld then write(wfile,NTXT().." _X1X2="..RTS(tset.dist).." _X2X3="..RTS(gms.tldistancemin).."\n") end 
      usr.offset=0 
      usr.offsetman=0 
      txt="(T1+T2" 
    elseif usr.tools==4 then -- Pack all tools as close as possible 
      if gms.tld then write(wfile,NTXT().." _X1X2="..RTS(gms.tldistancemin).." 
_X2X3="..RTS(gms.tldistancemin).."\n") end 
      usr.offset=gms.tldistancemin*2 
      usr.offsetman=tset.dist*2 
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      txt="(T3" 
    elseif usr.tools==5 then 
      if gms.tld then write(wfile,NTXT().." _X1X2="..RTS(tset.dist).." _X2X3="..RTS(tset.dist).."\n") end 
      usr.offset=0 
      usr.offsetman=0 
      txt="(T1+T3" 
    elseif usr.tools==6 then 
      if gms.tld then write(wfile,NTXT().." _X1X2="..RTS(gms.tldistancemin).." _X2X3="..RTS(tset.dist).."\n") end 
      usr.offset=gms.tldistancemin 
      usr.offsetman=tset.dist 
      txt="(T2+T3" 
    elseif usr.tools==7 then 
      if gms.tld then write(wfile,NTXT().." _X1X2="..RTS(tset.dist).." _X2X3="..RTS(tset.dist).."\n") end 
      usr.offset=0 
      usr.offsetman=0 
      txt="(T1+T2+T3" 
    end 
    if gms.tld then  
      write(wfile,NTXT().." M50 ;"..txt..")\n") 
    else 
      if index==1 then  
        write(wfile,NTXT().." ;"..txt.." DIST:"..RTS(tset.dist)..")\n") 
      else 
        write(wfile,NTXT().." M00 ;"..txt.." DIST:"..RTS(tset.dist)..")\n") 
      end 
      usr.offset=usr.offsetman 
    end             
    if gms.onoffctrl then 
      write(wfile,NTXT().. " G40 G64 G90 T1 S"..ITOA(tset.mask).." D1 H"..ITOA(tset.mask).."\n") 
    else 
      write(wfile,NTXT().. " G40 G64 G90 T1 S1 D1 H1\n") 
    end 
    markmsg=0 
    for index,part in tset.ops do 
      if (markcnt(part)>0 and usr.m.awjmark==0) or 
         (textcnt(part)>0 and usr.m.awjmark==0) or 
         (pointcnt(part)>0 and usr.m.awjpoint==0) then 
        write(wfile,NTXT().." ;(M:"..part.name..")\n") 
        usr.oldx=part.x usr.oldy=part.y 
        if usr.m.yalign==1 then part.y=part.y-usr.offset else part.x=part.x-usr.offset end 
        dopart(part,marking,tset,usr) 
        part.x=usr.oldx part.y=usr.oldy 
      end 
    end 
    lpmessage=0 
    for index,part in tset.ops do 
      if piercecnt(part,48)>0 then 
        if lpmessage==0 then 
          write(wfile,NTXT().." M00 ;(LOW PRESSURE)\n") 
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          lpmessage=1 
        end 
        write(wfile,NTXT().." ;(P:"..part.name..")\n") 
        usr.oldx=part.x usr.oldy=part.y 
        if usr.m.yalign==1 then part.y=part.y-usr.offset else part.x=part.x-usr.offset end 
        dopart(part,piercing,tset,usr) 
        part.x=usr.oldx part.y=usr.oldy 
      end 
    end 
    if lpmessage==1 then 
      write(wfile,NTXT().." M00 ;(HIGH PRESSURE)\n") 
      lpmessage=0 
    end 
    for index,part in tset.ops do 
      usr.oldx=part.x usr.oldy=part.y 
      if usr.m.yalign==1 then part.y=part.y-usr.offset else part.x=part.x-usr.offset end 
      dorext(part,cutting,usr) 
 if part.name=="HOLES" then 
      write(wfile,NTXT().." ;(C:"..part.name..")\n") 
      write(wfile,NTXT().." ;(PART ZERO X"..RTS(part.x).." Y"..RTS(part.y)..")\n") 
      write(wfile,NTXT()..";(DETAIL NO."..(index/2)..")\n") 
 --COG X 
 --COG Y 
      usr.mirrp={part.x,part.y} 
      dopart(part,cutting,tset,usr) 
      part.x=usr.oldx part.y=usr.oldy 
 else 
      write(wfile,NTXT().." ;(C:"..part.name..")\n") 
      write(wfile,NTXT().." ;(PART ZERO X"..RTS(part.x).." Y"..RTS(part.y)..")\n")   
      usr.mirrp={part.x,part.y} 
      dopart(part,cutting,tset,usr) 
      part.x=usr.oldx part.y=usr.oldy 
 end 
    end 
  end 
  if usr.i.finalpt~=nil then 
    write(wfile,NTXT().." G0 X"..RTS(usr.i.finalpt[1]).." Y"..RTS(usr.i.finalpt[2]).."\n") 
  end 
 
  write(wfile,NTXT().." $A_DBB[30]=2\n") 
 
  write(wfile,NTXT().." ;(IGEMS POST:"..NAMETRIM(usr.i.postprocessor).." DATE ["..datum.."])\n") 
 
  write(wfile,NTXT().." M30\n") 
  closefile(wfile) 
  if gms.backupdir~="" then 
    wfile=openfile(gms.backupdir..NAMETRIM(usr.filename)..usr.i.ext,"w") 
    if not wfile then 
      msgbox("Can't backup to:"..gms.backupdir..NAMETRIM(usr.filename)..usr.i.ext) 
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    else 
      print("Backup to: "..gms.backupdir..NAMETRIM(usr.filename)..usr.i.ext) 
      rfile=openfile(usr.filename,"r") 
      while 1==1 do 
        txt=read(rfile,"*l") 
        if txt==nil then break end 
        write(wfile,txt.."\n") 
      end 
      closefile(rfile) 
      closefile(wfile) 
    end 
  end 
  if usr.i.silent==nil then 
    rfile=openfile(usr.filename,"r") 
    while 1==1 do 
      txt=read(rfile,"*l") 
      if txt==nil then break end 
      print(txt) 
    end 
    closefile(rfile) 
  end 
  print("Done writing '"..usr.filename.."' in "..format("%.2f",clock()-starttime).." seconds") 
  dofile(usr.i.postpath.."report.lur") 
  if loadgms~=nil then main(usr) end 
  return usr.filename 
 
end 
. 
. 
. 
function HOLE(arg,usr) 
 
 newp={arg.x,arg.y} 
   write(wfile,NTXT().." G0 X"..RTS(arg.x+arg.r).." Y"..RTS(arg.y-arg.r).."\n") 
   DOWN(usr) 
   write(wfile,NTXT().." ;(HOLE:"..arg.txt.." R:"..RTS(arg.r)..")\n") 
   write(wfile,NTXT().." G41 G1 X"..RTS(arg.x+arg.r).." Y"..RTS(arg.y).." F1000\n") 
   write(wfile,NTXT().." F400\n") 
   if gms.allwayswater==1 or usr.m.type>0 then 
      write(wfile,NTXT().." M3\n") -- water and On 
   else 
     write(wfile,NTXT().." M3\n") 
     if gms.aondelay>0.01 then write(wfile,NTXT().." G4 F"..RTT(gms.aondelay).."\n") end 
      write(wfile,NTXT().." M7\n") 
   end 
   tmp=usr.m.circ 
   while tmp>0 do 
    write(wfile,NTXT().." G3 I-"..RTS(arg.r).." J0\n") 
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    tmp=tmp-1 
  end 
  if gms.allwayswater==1 or usr.m.type>0 then 
    write(wfile,NTXT().." M5\n") -- Water off 
  else 
    write(wfile,NTXT().." M9\n") 
    if gms.aoffdelay>0.01 then write(wfile,NTXT().." G4 F"..RTT(gms.aoffdelay).."\n") end 
    write(wfile,NTXT().." M5\n") 
  end 
  write(wfile,NTXT().." G4 F=R2\n") 
  UP(usr) 
  usr.oldp=newp 
   
end 
 
function ROBOT(arg,usr) 
write(wfile,NTXT().." $A_DBB[30]=0\n") 
write(wfile,NTXT().." G4 F=0.1\n") 
write(wfile,NTXT()..";(Pick points for Robot)\n") 
write(wfile,NTXT().." $A_DBW[32]="..ITOA(arg.x).."\n") 
write(wfile,NTXT().." $A_DBW[34]="..ITOA(arg.y).."\n") 
write(wfile,NTXT().." $A_DBB[30]=1\n") 
 
end 
. 
. 
. 
function cutting(event,param,usr) 
 
  local tmp 
  if event==E_TEXT and (usr.m.awjmark==1 or usr.m.type==1) then 
    TEXT(param,usr) 
 
  elseif event==E_POINT and (usr.m.awjpoint==1 or usr.m.type==1) then 
    POINT(param,usr) 
 
  elseif event==E_MARKON and (usr.m.awjmark==1 or usr.m.type==1) then 
    MARKON(param,usr) 
    cuton=1 
 
  elseif event==E_MARKOFF and (usr.m.awjmark==1 or usr.m.type==1) then 
    MARKOFF(usr) 
    cuton=0 
 
  elseif event==E_LINE then 
    if cuton==1 then 
      LINE(param,usr) 
    end 
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  elseif event==E_RAPID then 
    RAPID(param,usr) 
 
  elseif event==E_QUALITY then 
    QUALITY(param,usr) 
 
  elseif event==E_CUTON then 
    if param.piercing>=4 then 
      param.piercing=1 
      if param.leadin == "DRILL" then param.leadin="PREDRILLED" end 
    end 
    CUTON(param,usr) 
    cuton=1 
 
  elseif event==E_CUTOFF then 
    CUTOFF(usr) 
    cuton=0 
 
  elseif event==E_ARCCW then 
    if cuton==1 then ARCCW(param,usr) end 
 
  elseif event==E_ARCCCW then 
    if cuton==1 then ARCCCW(param,usr) end 
 
  elseif event==E_USER then 
    if param.var=="FEED" then 
      FEED(param,usr) 
    elseif param.var=="STOP" then 
      STOP(param,usr) 
    else 
      print(param.var) 
    end 
  elseif event==E_HOLE then 
 if param.txt=="ROBOT" then 
  ROBOT(param,usr) 
    else 
    HOLE(param,usr) 
    end 
  end 
end 
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Appendix C: NC code: Example 
This appendix shows important part of an example NC code file for scenario Small scenario 2 i.e. 
initial part until the first workpiece cut and final part from the last workpiece cut. 
 
%%%% Initial part of the NC code%%%% 
% MPF66 ;(66) 
N10 ;(Material:Aluminium) 
N12 ;(Materialdicke:1.000) 
N14 ;(Hochdruck:4000 in Bar) 
N16 ;(Abrasiv:GMA Garnet 80) 
N18 ;(Abrasivmenge:350 in g/min) 
N20 ;(Wasserdüsen Ř:0.25) 
N22 ;(Fokusierdüsen Ř:0.76) 
N24 R0=0.5 ;(Direkter Start) 
N26 R1=0.5 ;(Wartezeit Düse an) 
N28 R2=0.5 ;(Wartezeit Düse aus) 
N30 R3=1.0 ;(HD-Statonär Anbohren) 
N32 R4=1 ;(HD-Zirkular Anbohren) 
N34 R5=2.0 ;(ND-Statonär Anbohren) 
N36 R6=2 ;(ND-Zirkular Anbohren) 
N38 R7=4000 ;(Markierungsvorschub) 
N40 R8=0.0 ;(Wartezeit Markieren) 
N42 R9=0.5 ;(Wartezeit Zentrieren) 
N44 R10=0.5 ;(Wasser-Abrasiv aus/an) 
N46 R15=0 ;(Schneidhöhe) 
N48 R16=10.000 ;(Eilganghöhe) 
N50 R17=5 ;(Piercinghöhe) 
N52 G54 
N54 $A_DBB[30]=4 
N56 $A_DBW[36]=$AA_IM[X]-$AA_IW[X] 
N58 $A_DBW[38]=$AA_IM[Y]-$AA_IW[Y] 
N60 $A_DBW[40]=1.000 
N62 M70 
N64 G0 Z=R16 
N66 ;(T1 DIST:300.000) 
N68 G40 G64 G90 T1 S1 D1 H1 
N70 ;(C:Easy det) 
N72 ;(PART ZERO X-24.828 Y6.357) 
N74 G0 X-24.171 Y5.700 
N76 ;(CUTTING NODENAME:AUTO_) 
N78 G0 Z=R15 
N80 M71 
N82 M3 ;(TYPE 3) 
N84 M7 
N86 G91 
N88 G1 F273.0 X0.700 
N90 R20=R4 
N92 REPEAT 
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N94 R20=R20-1 
N96 G2 X0 Y0 I-0.700 J0 
N98 UNTIL (R20<1) 
N100 G1 X-0.700 
N102 G90 
N104 IF $P_SIM GOTOF Marke1 
N106 ENDIF 
N108 CC_PREPRE(1) 
N110 Marke1: 
N112 G1 F2717 G41 X-26.293 Y7.821 
N114 FLIN 
N116 G2 X-26.663 Y7.486 I-3.536 J3.536 
N118 G2 F3512 X-29.828 Y6.357 I-3.165 J3.871 
N120 G1 X-139.828 Y6.357 
N122 G2 X-144.828 Y11.357 I0.000 J5.000 
N124 G1 X-144.828 Y81.357 
N126 G2 X-139.828 Y86.357 I5.000 J-0.000 
N128 G1 X-29.828 Y86.357 
N130 G2 X-24.828 Y81.357 I-0.000 J-5.000 
N132 G1 X-24.828 Y11.357 
N134 G2 X-26.663 Y7.486 I-5.000 J0.000 
N136 G2 F2717 X-27.066 Y7.189 I-3.165 J3.871 
N138 G1 X-25.961 Y5.522 
N140 IF $P_SIM GOTOF Marke2 
N142 ENDIF 
N144 CC_PREPRE(-1) 
N146 Marke2: 
N148 FNORM 
N150 M9 
N152 M5 
N154 G4 F=R2 
N156 G0 G40 X-25.961 Y5.522 
N158 M70 
N160 G0 Z=R16 
N162 ;(C:HOLES) 
N164 ;(PART ZERO X-84.828 Y46.357) 
N166;(DETAIL NO.1) 
N168 $A_DBB[30]=0 
N170 G4 F=0.1 
N172;(Pick points for Robot) 
N174 $A_DBW[32]=-85 
N176 $A_DBW[34]=46 
N178 $A_DBB[30]=1 
. 
. 
. 
%%%% Final part of the NC code%%%% 
N4858 ;(PART ZERO X-68.204 Y501.401) 
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N4860 G0 X-67.547 Y500.744 
N4862 ;(CUTTING NODENAME:AUTO_) 
N4864 G0 Z=R15 
N4866 M71 
N4868 M3 ;(TYPE 3) 
N4870 M7 
N4872 G91 
N4874 G1 F273.0 X0.700 
N4876 R20=R4 
N4878 REPEAT 
N4880 R20=R20-1 
N4882 G2 X0 Y0 I-0.700 J0 
N4884 UNTIL (R20<1) 
N4886 G1 X-0.700 
N4888 G90 
N4890 IF $P_SIM GOTOF Marke1 
N4892 ENDIF 
N4894 CC_PREPRE(1) 
N4896 Marke1: 
N4898 G1 F2717 G41 X-69.668 Y502.865 
N4900 FLIN 
N4902 G2 X-70.039 Y502.530 I-3.536 J3.536 
N4904 G2 F3512 X-73.204 Y501.401 I-3.165 J3.871 
N4906 G1 X-143.204 Y501.401 
N4908 G2 X-148.204 Y506.401 I0.000 J5.000 
N4910 G1 X-148.204 Y527.401 
N4912 G2 X-143.204 Y532.401 I5.000 J-0.000 
N4914 G1 X-108.204 Y532.401 
N4916 G3 X-108.204 Y550.401 I-0.000 J9.000 
N4918 G1 X-143.204 Y550.401 
N4920 G2 X-148.204 Y555.401 I0.000 J5.000 
N4922 G1 X-148.204 Y576.401 
N4924 G2 X-143.204 Y581.401 I5.000 J-0.000 
N4926 G1 X-73.204 Y581.401 
N4928 G2 X-68.204 Y576.401 I-0.000 J-5.000 
N4930 G1 X-68.204 Y506.401 
N4932 G2 X-70.039 Y502.530 I-5.000 J0.000 
N4934 G2 F2717 X-70.441 Y502.233 I-3.165 J3.871 
N4936 G1 X-69.336 Y500.566 
N4938 IF $P_SIM GOTOF Marke2 
N4940 ENDIF 
N4942 CC_PREPRE(-1) 
N4944 Marke2: 
N4946 FNORM 
N4948 M9 
N4950 M5 
N4952 G4 F=R2 
N4954 G0 G40 X-69.336 Y500.566 
N4956 M70 
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N4958 G0 Z=R16 
N4960 ;(C:HOLES) 
N4962 ;(PART ZERO X-88.060 Y564.235) 
N4964;(DETAIL NO.42) 
N4966 $A_DBB[30]=0 
N4968 G4 F=0.1 
N4970;(Pick points for Robot) 
N4972 $A_DBW[32]=-88 
N4974 $A_DBW[34]=564 
N4976 $A_DBB[30]=1 
N4978 G0 X-1366.912 Y884.798 
N4980 $A_DBB[30]=2 
N4982 ;(IGEMS POST:AWJ-WJS-840D DATE [2007.07.04]) 
N4984 M30 
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Appendix D: PLC program: I approach 
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Appendix E: PLC program: II approach 
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Appendix F: PLC program: Safety functions 
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Appendix G: Robot program: Subprograms 
!1.Interrupt from digital input ------------------------------------------------------ 
    TRAP rdx 
        licznik:=licznik+1; 
        ISleep interrupt_1; 
        !sava position in table  
        Incr buffor_index; 
        !increse index in table  
        positions_buffor{1,buffor_index}:=x_pos_CNC; 
        !save x value 
        positions_buffor{2,buffor_index}:=y_pos_CNC; 
        !save y value 
        IWatch interrupt_1; 
 
    ENDTRAP 
 
    !2.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------   
    FUNC num check_position() 
        !check if any reachable pice exist 
 
        VAR num temp_index:=0; 
        VAR num local_index:=1; 
        VAR bool right_pos:=FALSE; 
        !checking if cnc head is on right or left side (1-right, 0-left) 
        VAR bool y_clear_pos:=FALSE; 
        VAR num temp_buffor1:=0; 
        VAR num temp_buffor2:=1; 
        !checking whether y position is safe (0-not safe, 1-safe) 
        temp_index:=buffor_index; 
       
        !use local variable in order to manipulate them  
        
        WHILE local_index<=temp_index DO 
            !loop checking all existing in table position  
 
            IF x_pos_CNC-positions_buffor{1,local_index} < - 450 OR  x_pos_CNC-positions_buffor{1,local_index} > 
690 THEN 
                right_pos:=TRUE; 
                !left of right? 
            ENDIF 
 
            IF (y_pos_CNC-positions_buffor{2,local_index}>right_safe_distance)AND right_pos=TRUE THEN 
                y_clear_pos:=TRUE; 
            ELSEIF (y_pos_CNC-positions_buffor{2,local_index}>left_safe_distance) THEN 
                y_clear_pos:=TRUE; 
            ENDIF 
      
        IF y_clear_pos THEN      
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        element:=local_index; 
        RETURN local_index;  
        ENDIF 
                
            incr local_index; 
            !to check next element in table, decrese index 
        ENDWHILE 
 
        RETURN 0; 
 
        !return aviable piece (if does not exist return 0) 
    ENDFUNC 
 
    !3.----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    PROC remove_from_buffor() 
 
        VAR num iteration:=0; 
 
        WHILE (go_index+iteration<buffor_index)AND (go_index>0) DO 
 
            positions_buffor{1,go_index+iteration}:=positions_buffor{1,go_index+iteration+1}; 
            !Move by 1 position in table 
            positions_buffor{2,go_index+iteration}:=positions_buffor{2,go_index+iteration+1}; 
 
            Incr iteration; 
 
        ENDWHILE 
 
        IF iteration>0 OR buffor_index=go_index THEN 
 
            positions_buffor{1,buffor_index}:=0; 
            !Zero last element & decrement buffor index 
            positions_buffor{2,buffor_index}:=0; 
            go_index:=0; 
            decr buffor_index; 
 
        ENDIF 
 
    ENDPROC 
 
    4.----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    FUNC num SF1() 
         
        VAR num temp_x; 
        VAR num temp_y; 
        CONST num cutting_head_zone:=400; 
        CONST num left_zone:=600; 
        CONST num right_zone:=330; 
        VAR bool is_right:=FALSE;   
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        temp1:=Cpos(\Tool:=tJet8\WObj:=ob_R1Swj_1); 
         
        temp_x:=x_pos_CNC; 
        temp_y:=y_pos_CNC; 
        !converting CNC positiont to robot coordinate system 
        temp_x:=(temp_x-x_offset)*(-1); 
        temp_y:=temp_y+1126; 
        !Difference between robot position and CNC position     
        temp_x:=temp_x-temp1.x; 
        temp_y:=temp_y-temp1.y; 
         
        !check which zone 
 
            IF temp_x>cutting_head_zone OR temp_x < -480 THEN 
                is_right:=TRUE; 
            ENDIF           
 
            !//Stop end run 
            IF temp_y<((left_zone-300)) AND is_right=FALSE THEN 
                RETURN 1; 
            ENDIF 
             
            !check left zone //Decrese speed 
            IF temp_y<(left_zone) AND is_right=FALSE THEN 
                RETURN 2; 
            ENDIF 
             
            !Stop and run 
            IF (temp_y<(right_zone-350)) AND is_right=TRUE THEN 
                RETURN 1; 
            ENDIF 
 
            !check right zone//Decrese speed 
            IF (temp_y<right_zone) AND is_right=TRUE THEN 
            RETURN 2; 
            ENDIF 
        !if no valid condition return false 
         RETURN 0; 
 
    ENDFUNC 
 
    5.----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    TRAP timer 
 
        VAR num pos_flag; 
         
       ISleep interrupt_1; 
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       sf_flag:=SF1();      
                
       CNC_send:=CPos(\Tool:=tJet8\WObj:=ob_R1Swj_1); 
       SetAO x_pos_R1,CNC_send.x; 
       SetAO y_pos_R1,CNC_send.y;        
        
       IF sf_flag=1 AND is_going THEN 
 
       StopMove \Quick; 
       ClearPath; 
       SpeedRefresh 100; 
       TPWrite "QuickStop"; 
       StartMove; 
       CNC_send:=CPos(\Tool:=tJet8\WObj:=ob_R1Swj_1); 
       MoveJ Offs(pos_2,-(pos_2.trans.x-CNC_send.x) ,0, 0),v500,z10,tJet8\WObj:=ob_R1Swj_1; 
       WaitRob \inPos; 
       ExitCycle; 
       ENDIF 
        
       IF sf_flag=2 AND is_going THEN 
            
           IF flaga_3=TRUE THEN  
!           StopMove \Quick; 
           TPWrite "Slow"; 
           SpeedRefresh 25; 
           
!           StartMove; 
           flaga_3:=FALSE; 
           ENDIF 
 
           IWatch interrupt_1; 
           RETURN; 
       ENDIF 
        
       IF sf_flag=0 OR is_going=FALSE THEN 
            
           SpeedRefresh 100; 
           flaga_3:=TRUE;   
           IWatch interrupt_1; 
            
       ENDIF    
         
    ENDTRAP     
 
      6.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
       PROC pick_and_place( num x_pos_Rt, num y_pos_Rt, z_pos_Rt)  
 
        !Start position 
        !MoveJ pos_1,v500,z10,tJet8\WObj:=ob_R1Swj_1; 
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        !Edge of table 
                     end_cnc:=CNC_end; 
            ! 2. position -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
            IF end_cnc = 1 THEN 
                MoveJ Offs(pos_2,x_pos_Rt,0,0),v1000,z10,tJet8\WObj:=ob_R1Swj_1; 
            ELSE              
                MoveJ Offs(pos_2,x_pos_Rt,0,0),v800,z10,tJet8\WObj:=ob_R1Swj_1; 
            ENDIF 
            !---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
             
            ! 3. positions -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
            IF end_cnc = 1 THEN  
            MoveJ Offs(pos_2,x_pos_Rt,y_pos_Rt,120),v1000,z10,tJet8\WObj:=ob_R1Swj_1; 
            ELSE 
                MoveJ Offs(pos_2,x_pos_Rt,y_pos_Rt,120),v400,z10,tJet8\WObj:=ob_R1Swj_1; 
            ENDIF 
            !---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
             
            is_going:=FALSE; ! disable SF when robot move backwards 
            !pick positionn 
            ConfL\Off; 
   
        MoveL Offs(pos_2,x_pos_Rt,y_pos_Rt,z_pos_Rt-100),v400,z10,tJet8\WObj:=ob_R1Swj_1; 
        !Go down 
 
        MoveL Offs(pos_2,x_pos_Rt,y_pos_Rt,z_pos_Rt),v100,z10,tJet8\WObj:=ob_R1Swj_1; 
        WaitTime \InPos,0;      
        
        WaitTime 0.1; 
        !Gripper on 
        SetDo doR1_HpWater,1; 
        WaitTime 0.5; 
         
        !Go up 
    
        !4.position ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
        IF end_cnc = 1 THEN 
                MoveL Offs(pos_2,x_pos_Rt,y_pos_Rt,z_pos_Rt-60),v1000,z10,tJet8\WObj:=ob_R1Swj_1; 
        ELSE              
                MoveL Offs(pos_2,x_pos_Rt,y_pos_Rt,z_pos_Rt-60),v500,z10,tJet8\WObj:=ob_R1Swj_1; 
        ENDIF 
        !-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
         
        !5.position ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
        IF end_cnc = 1 THEN 
                MoveJ Offs(pos_2,x_pos_Rt,0,0),v1000,z10,tJet8\WObj:=ob_R1Swj_1; 
        ELSE              
                MoveJ Offs(pos_2,x_pos_Rt,0,0),v800,z10,tJet8\WObj:=ob_R1Swj_1; 
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        ENDIF 
        !----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
         
        !6. position ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
        IF end_cnc = 1 THEN 
                MoveJ pos_1,v1000,z10,tJet8\WObj:=ob_R1Swj_1; 
        ELSE              
                MoveJ pos_1,v800,z10,tJet8\WObj:=ob_R1Swj_1; 
        ENDIF 
        !-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------              
         
        MoveJ pos_1,v800,z10,tJet8\WObj:=ob_R1Swj_1; 
        
        MoveL pos_4,v500,z10,tJet8\WObj:=ob_R1Swj_1; 
         
        WaitTime \InPos,1;        
        !Gripper of 
        SetDo doR1_HpWater,0; 
        WaitTime 0.8; 
         
        MoveJ pos_1,v800,z10,tJet8\WObj:=ob_R1Swj_1; 
 
        IWatch interrupt_1;     
        WaitRob \inPos; 
        remove_from_buffor; 
        is_going:=TRUE; ! Activate SF 
        !End off ROBOT movement ------------------------------------------------------------         
        ENDPROC     
 
        7.--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 FUNC num translate_x (num x, num y) 
     
 RETURN x*Cos(-alpha) + y*Sin(-alpha); 
 
 ENDFUNC        !Rotate coordinate 
 
 FUNC num translate_y(num x, num y) 
     
 RETURN -x*Sin(-alpha) + y*Cos(-alpha); 
     
 ENDFUNC 
         
        8.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
 PROC calibration() 
     
 VAR num odp; 
 VAR num CNC_x_start; 
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 VAR num CNC_y_start; 
 VAR num CNC_y_end; 
 VAR num CNC_x_end; 
 VAR num robot_x_start; 
 VAR num robot_y_start; 
 VAR num robot_x_end; 
 VAR num robot_y_end; 
 VAR num delta_x_robot; 
 VAR num b_vector; 
 VAR num c_vector; 
 VAR num sin_beta; 
 
                    VAR num answer;             
 
 TPReadFK odp,"Move robot to start position","DONE",stEmpty,stEmpty,stEmpty,stEmpty;  
 temporary:=CRobT(\Tool:=tJet8 \WObj:=ob_R1Swj_1); 
 robot_x_start:=temporary.trans.x; 
 robot_y_start:=temporary.trans.y; 
 
 TPReadFK odp,NumToStr(robot_x_start,2)+" 
"+NumToStr(robot_y_start,2),"DONE",stEmpty,stEmpty,stEmpty,stEmpty;  
 
 TPReadFK odp,"Move robot through x axis","DONE",stEmpty,stEmpty,stEmpty,stEmpty; 
 temporary:=CRobT(\Tool:=tJet8 \WObj:=ob_R1Swj_1); 
 delta_x_robot:=abs(robot_x_start-temporary.trans.x); 
 robot_x_end:=temporary.trans.x; 
 robot_y_end:=temporary.trans.y; 
 
 TPReadFK odp,NumToStr(robot_x_start,2)+" "+NumToStr(robot_y_start,2)+" 
"+NumToStr(delta_x_robot,2),"DONE",stEmpty,stEmpty,stEmpty,stEmpty;  
 
 TPReadFK odp,"Move CNC to start point" ,"DONE",stEmpty,stEmpty,stEmpty,stEmpty; 
 CNC_x_start:=x_pos_CNC; 
 CNC_y_start:=x_pos_CNC; 
 
 TPReadFK odp,"Move the CNC through x axis by" + 
NumToStr(delta_x_robot,2),"DONE",stEmpty,stEmpty,stEmpty,stEmpty; 
 
 TPReadFK odp,"Remove the CNC and set the robot in the same 
position","DONE",stEmpty,stEmpty,stEmpty,stEmpty; 
 temporary:=CRobT(\Tool:=tJet8 \WObj:=ob_R1Swj_1); 
 CNC_x_end:=temporary.trans.x;  
 CNC_y_end:=temporary.trans.y; 
 
 CNC_x_end := CNC_x_end - robot_x_start; 
 CNC_y_end := CNC_y_end - robot_y_start; 
 
 TPReadFK odp,NumToStr(CNC_x_end,2)+" 
"+NumToStr(CNC_y_end,2),"DONE",stEmpty,stEmpty,stEmpty,stEmpty;  
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 b_vector:=Sqrt( Pow ( abs(CNC_x_end-delta_x_robot) ,2) + Pow( CNC_y_end,2) ); 
 
 TPReadFK odp,"b= "+NumToStr(b_vector,2),"DONE",stEmpty,stEmpty,stEmpty,stEmpty;  
 
 c_vector:=0.5*b_vector; 
 
 TPReadFK odp,"c= "+NumToStr(c_vector,2),"DONE",stEmpty,stEmpty,stEmpty,stEmpty;  
 
 sin_beta:=c_vector/delta_x_robot; 
 alpha:=ASin(sin_beta); 
 alpha:=2*alpha; 
 
 offset_x:=-translate_x(CNC_x_start,CNC_y_start); 
 offset_y:=-translate_x(CNC_x_start,CNC_y_start); 
 
 TPReadFK odp,"Do you want to save calibration data","Yes","No",stEmpty,stEmpty,stEmpty; 
 
 IF odp=1 THEN  
        Close infile;      
             !SAVE CONFIGURATION FILE FOR EDGE POSITION 
        Open "HOME:/my_test_config/offset_x.txt", infile\Write;  
        Write infile,Numtostr(offset_x,4); Close infile;  
        Open "HOME:/my_test_config/offset_y.txt", infile\Write;  
        Write infile,Numtostr(offset_y,4); Close infile; 
        Open "HOME:/my_test_config/alpha.txt", infile\Write;  
        Write infile,Numtostr(alpha,4); Close infile; 
 ENDIF 
 
 ENDPROC 
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Appendix H: Robot program: Main program 
 
   ! GLOBAL VARIABLES 
 
    VAR num x_offset:=2000; 
    ! coordinate system offset 
    VAR num y_offset:=203; 
 
    VAR intnum interrupt; 
    !DI interrupt 
    VAR intnum interrupt_1; 
    !time interrupt 
    VAR bool flag1:=false; 
    VAR num go_x; 
    ! robot target in CNC coordinates 
    VAR num go_y; 
    VAR robtarget temp; 
    VAR num x_pos_Rt:=-600; 
    ! x,y,z positions of robot target (pick point) in robot coordinates 
    VAR num y_pos_Rt:=200; 
    VAR num z_pos_Rt:=100; 
    CONST num buffor_size:=40; 
    CONST num right_safe_distance:=120; 
    CONST num left_safe_distance:=260; 
    CONST num z_material_offset:=23; 
    VAR num positions_buffor{2,buffor_size+1}; 
    VAR bool status{1,buffor_size+1}; 
    VAR num buffor_index:=0; 
    VAR num go_index:=0; 
    VAR bool is_going:=TRUE; 
    VAR num licznik:=0; 
    VAR num end_cnc:=0; 
    !index of reachable element 
 
    !Main positions: edge,start,pick,place 
    VAR robtarget pos_1:=[[66.32,300.46,-104.55],[0.998829,0.00642268,0.0092591,-0.0470588],[0,-
2,1,0],[9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09]]; 
    VAR robtarget pos_2:=[[-104.60,983.21,-108.13],[0.952084,-0.0099234,0.0323561,0.303958],[-1,-
2,1,0],[9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09]]; 
    VAR robtarget pos_3:=[[66.69,300.18,-84.20],[0.998093,-0.00251206,0.0402276,-0.0467599],[0,-
2,1,0],[9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09]]; 
    VAR robtarget pos_4:=[[66.98,294.09,120.13],[0.998557,-0.00660918,-0.0225166,-0.0483027],[0,-
2,1,0],[9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09]]; 
    CONST robtarget pos_5:=[[-300.97,864.90,-63.88],[0.817264,0.00846933,0.00156757,0.576199],[-1,-
1,1,0],[9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09,9E+09]]; 
    
   !TEST VARIABLES 
    VAR num first:=1; 
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    VAR pos test1; 
    VAR num x; 
    VAR num y; 
    VAR pos CNC_send:=[66.32,300.46,-104.55]; 
    VAR num sf_flag; 
    VAR pos temp1; 
    VAR bool flaga_3:=FALSE; 
    VAR num element; 
    VAR num answer; 
    
    !Main procedure 
    PROC program_loop() ! MAIN PROGRAM         
        
        !Interupt handling 
        CNC_send:=Cpos(\Tool:=tJet8\WObj:=ob_R1Swj_1); 
        SetAO x_pos_R1,CNC_send.x; 
        SetAO y_pos_R1,CNC_send.y; 
         
        IDelete interrupt; 
        CONNECT interrupt WITH rdx; 
        ISignalDI Q134,1,interrupt; 
         
        IDelete interrupt_1; 
        CONNECT interrupt_1 WITH timer; 
        ITimer 0.14, interrupt_1; 
         
        IEnable; 
        IWatch interrupt_1; 
         
        !user initialization 
        !TPReadFK answer,"","Load last","New calibration","New positions",stEmpty,stEmpty; 
        !IF answer=1 THEN read_config; read_calib; ENDIF 
        !IF answer=2 THEN calibration; ENDIF 
        !IF answer=3 THEN initialization; calibration; ENDIF 
         
       WHILE TRUE DO 
 
           !Main loop 
            go_index:=check_position();             
             
            IF go_index>0   THEN 
                
        !ROBOT MOVEMENT --------------------------------------------------     
        x:=positions_buffor{1,go_index};      
        y:=positions_buffor{2,go_index}; 
 
        x:= translate_x(x_pos_Rt,y_pos_Rt); !rotate 
        y:= translate_y(x_pos_Rt,y_pos_Rt); 
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        x_pos_Rt:=(x-x_offset)*(-1);                !add offset 
        y_pos_Rt:=y+y_offset; 
        z_pos_Rt:=(270-pos_2.trans.z)-z_material_offset; 
 
        !Execute movment 
        pick_and_place x_pos_Rt,y_pos_Rt,z_pos_Rt; 
 
            ENDIF 
 
        ENDWHILE 
 
    ENDPROC 


